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The radio refractive index of air is a function of atmospheric press ure temperature 
and humidi ty and is found to vary in a systematic fashion with climate. 'It was found 
t hat t he surface value of t he refractive index may be estimated four to fiv e t imes more 
accurately from char ts of r educed-to-sea-level va lues t han from similar sized charts of 
surface index. ·Worldwide maps of 5-year means of t his reduced value are presented for 
t he mont hs of F ebruary and August, for the m inimum mon thly mean value of t he year 
a nd for t he range of monthly mean values. Year-to-year variation of monthly means is 
also considered. Applications of t hese data to t he prediction of radio fi eld str ength indicate 
a possible 30-decibel d ifference in m edian level of identically equipped t ropospheric com
munications systems due to climate alone. 

1. Introduction cies Up Lo 30,000 M c in the ranges of temperature, 
pressure and humidity normally encoIDltered. The 
notation N . is used to indicaLe that (1) has been 
evaluaLed from tanclard surface weather observa
tions. 

Th e radio refractive index of air , n, is a function 
of atmospheric pressure, temperature a nd ]ILlmidity, 
thus combining in one parameter, t ill·ee of the normal 
m eteorologieal clements used to speeify climate. In 
the following sections we will examine the variability 
of n during different sea ons of th e year and in 
differing climatic regions. The systematic depcnd
once of n upon station elevation will make i t neces
sary to consider a method of expressing n in terms 
of an equivalent sea-level value in order to see more 
clearly the actual climatic differences of th e various 
p arts of th e world. After a consideration of the n 
climate of the world, the application of this informa
t ion to such practical problems as the pre-dictioll of 
radio fi eld strength and the refraction of r adio waves 

~ will be discussed. 

To obtain long-term average values of l\T one 
should properly average individual observations 
over many ~Teal"S. This is difficult to do since, in 
general , only summaries of weather observations are 
readily available. However, long-term average 
values of temperaLure, pres ure and humidity are 
available and may be eonverLed in to an "average" 
value of N. This "average" N differ from th e trne 
average since the in tercorrelation of pressure, tem
perfl.tul"e, and humidiL~T is neglected. This differenee 
was examin ed by an analysis of 2 yr of weather records 
of Lhe months of Febrnary and August at an arctic 
location (Fairbanks, Alaska), a temperate zone loca
tion (Washington , D .C.), and a tropical location 
(Swan Island, W.I. ). Tll ese data, given in table 1, 
indicate that the differ ence between th e two meth ods 
was never more th an l. 5 N uniLs and the average 
difference was less than 1 N uni t which is small 
compared to commonly observed seasonal and 
geographic variations of 20 to 100 N uni ts. 

2. Presentation of Basic Data 

N ear the surface of the earth , for vhf and uhf 
frequencies, n is a number of the order of 1.0003. 
Since, for air, n never exceeds unity by more than 

? a few par ts in 10-4, it is convenient to consider the 
climatic variation of n in terms of 

(1) 

where P is th e total atmospllCric sta tion pressure in 
1- millibars (mb), HH is the relative humidity in per

cent, and es the saturation vapor pressure in mb at 
the temperature, T, in deg Kelvin. The values of the 

T ABLE 1. Two-year average value of K . versus the value oj X . 
calCldated from average tempel·ature, preSS1!re, and humidi ty 

Fai rbanks: 
February __________________ _ 
AugusL ___________________ _ 

vVashington : 
February _________________ _ 
AugusL ___________________ _ 

Swan Island : February _____ . ____________ _ 

AugusL -- _ --- --- - -------- __ I 

:l I4 .0 
~20. 5 

:~O ,j. f) 

~:;6. 0 

362.0 
3Si.5 

~ l :l. 0 
~20. 0 

:l04 . . 0 
:l54.5 

362.5 
388.0 

1. 0 
0.5 

1.0 
1. 5 

O .• ) 
.5 

~ constants in (1) were determined [1]1 from a con
sideration of recent microwave and optical determi
nations of the refraetive index of air and are con
sidered to be accurate to 0.5 percent in N for frequen- Average. __ _______ _______________ ________ . _______ . ________ __ _ 0. 83 

t Figures in brackets indicate the literature re[erences at the end o[ this paper. 
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On this basis i t was decided to use the long term 
means given in the United Nations' monthly publi
cation, Climatic Data for the World. This publica
tion is particularly advantageous for our present 
study since it reports the fictitious value of the 
relative humidity needed to obtain the actual 
average vapor pressure from the saturated vapor 
pressure of the reported mean temperature [2]. 

Data from 306 weather stations were obtained in 
order to give reasonable geographical coverage. In 
general , 5 yr of record were obtained for each station 
from the period 1949 to 1958, preference being 
given to the years 1954 through 1958. A noticeable 
exception, however, was Russia for which only 1 yr 
of data (rGY) is reported in Climatic Data for the 
Tillorid and thus all charts are drawn with dashed 
contours for Russia. There are vast expanses of 
ocean for which there are no meteorological observ
ing stations. Climatic atlases were utilized in order 
t o present estimates of world climate in these locales. 
A reasonable coverage of the sparse data areas of 
the world was made by f'stimating temperature from 
sea surface isotherms [3] and hmnidity from charts 
of seasonal average depression of the wet bulb t em
perature [4]. Pressure was estimated for t hese 
locations from average winter and summer pressure 
charts. 

When these data were converted to N [5] and 
charts prepared , a pronounced altitude dependence 

could be seen as in figure 1. Figure 1 plus the 
following charts of N variations across the United 
States are from an extensive N climatology now 
being prepared at the Central Radio Propagation 
Laboratory. Although the present study is pri
marily aimed toward worldwide variations, it is felt 
that the U.S. data better illustrate the height 
dependence of N s and the subsequent reduction proc
ess employed. It is noted that the coastal areas 
display high values of N s while the inland areas have 
lower values. There are low values of N s corre
sponding to the Appalachian and Adirondack 
Mountains, a decrease with increasing elevation of 
the Great Plains until the lowest values are observed 
in the Rocky MOIDltain region and the high plateau 
area of Nevada. A corresponding gradient is 
observed from the West Coast eastward. Cross
hatching encloses areas where the terrain changes 
so rapidly that it was felt the data were inadequate 
to obtain realistic contours of N s• 

The alti tude dependence of N can be studied in ' 
terms of the "dry" and "wet" components of N. 
The dry term, D, 

(2) 

is proportional to air density and normally consti
tutes at least 60 percent of N. 

MEAN Ns AUGUST 0200 

FIGURE 1. j\llean N., A u gust 0200 local time. 
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One would expect, from Lh e hydrostatic equation 
~ in [6], tha t D would be an e~'])onential function of 
I height. Examinatio.n of D at ~he ear~h's sW'face 
i versus staLlOn clevatlOn shows thIs to be m fact true. 
By assuming aD e).,])onential decay between the 

, value of N at sea level and 8 km the height coefFicient 
l of - O.1057/km was determined from the NACA 
I dry standard atmosphere [7] and was adopted for 
I general usc. Thus, the station value, D s , may be 
' reduced to a sea-level value, Do, by the relationship 

I Do= Ds exp {O.1057 h }, (3) 

, where h is in kilometers. Values of Do obtained in 

l this fashion as shown on figure 2 present a gradient 
that is remarkably free of detail compared to the 

, Ns chart and is easily drawn for all areas of the 
country. 

l A similar investigation was made of th e height 
dependence of tho surface "wet" term , liVs, evaluated 
from 

W 3.73X 105esRFI. (4) 
T 2 

'; 

I 
All the cases examined displayed low correlations of 
log W s and heigbt, indicating that W s is not a 
marked exponenLial function of height. Thus W. is 
plotted alone as on figW'e 3. Again , contours of lVs 
may he obtained ea ily for all sections of the country . 

. ---~?!) 

-i r --_2]0 

At t his point in the reduction process there are two 
maps, one of Do and one of liVs. A further simplifi
cabon is accomplished by introducing the approxi
mation of reducing N . by the dry term height 
correction Lo obtain a ingle reduced value, No; 

No=(Ds+ W s ) exp {O.1057 h}· (5) 

Figure 4 gives the No contours for the same time as 
tbe previous maps of Do and liVs• The No maps are 
no more difficult to prepare than the liVs maps and 
have effectively removed the station height depend
ence of N s. One might wonder at the advisability of 
arbitrarily reducing the wet term by the dry term 
correction. For the coastal areas of the country, 
where the eA,])onential height correction factor is 
nearly one, this amounts simply to adding Lhe Do and 
W s maps while for the mountain areas, where the 
height correction factor is large, the l V. values are 
small wi th the result that the gradien t of the N 
isopletbs obtained from the Do and W. maps is essen
tially maintained on the No maps. As an example, 
for t he series of maps uncl eI' discussion, the (D o+ W.) 
difference between Reno, Nev. (1,340-m elevation) 
and Oakland, Calif. (5.5-m elevation) is 21 N units, 
while the No difference is 19 N unit. 

Tho effects of this correction on the worldwide 
values can be seen from figure 5 wh ere Ns is plotted 
versus station elevation in lun. A sample line illus-

.1 ( 
I 1 

I " 

- -,'- -- - - ._.- ._.-._,- -_!"\ 
I 

I ! -"'<I~, 

I 
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\ 
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FIGURE 2. 111ean Do. August 0200 local lime. 
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MEAN Ws 
AUG. 0200 

FIGU RE 3. ]\i[ean }V., Aug1tst 0200 local time. 

F WURE 4. Mean N o, August 0200 local time. 
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FIGU HE 5. 1Vorldwide values 0/ N, versus heioht/or A t_Otlst. 

trates tbe decay of Ns with height for N o= 348. Th e 
value of N s for any other value of No would be 
obtained from a line parallel Lo Lho N o= 348 line but 
having a zero intercept equal to the new value of No. 
The advantage of adopting No is illustrated by the 

~ reduction in range from 190 N unit for N , to 115 N 
units for No, thus diminishing the number of con tours 
of the resulting maps. 

It would appeal' that by removing the influence of 
station elevation it would be more efficient to est i
mate N , from No charts rather than from charts of 
N s. As a test of this hypothesis N s and No conto1ll' 

'"' charts were prepared for both summer and w"inter 
from only 42 of the 62 U .S. Weather B1ll'eau s tations 
for which 8-yr means of N , are available. The re
maining 20 stations, distributed at random about the 

) country, were used as a tes t sample by estimating 
their 8-yl' mean value of N s from the No and N , 
conto1ll's. Summertime examples of these charts are 
given by figures 6 and 7. N cite that due to the re
duced range of N, the No charts are drawn every 5 N 
units as compared to the 10-N-unit conto1ll'S of the 
N s charts . The individual deviations of the values 

> obtained from the conto1ll' map with the actual 8-yr 
means are listed in table 2. By comparing the root 
mean square (rms) deviations of 10.7 N units in 
winter and 13.0 N uni ts in summer obtained by esti
mating N s from the N , contours with the 2.7-N-unit 
rms of estimating N s from No contollrs, one concludes 

that it is at least 4 times more accurate to estimate 
N. from No conto1ll'S than from those of N s. An 
inspection of the individual deviations in table 2 indi
cates that the No contour method is particularly 
efficient at elevaLions in excess of 1,200 m or where 
the terrain is changing rapidly with r espect to hori
zontal distance . As a furth er practical consequence 
one notes the remarkable similari ty between the No 
contours of figures 4 and 7, even though the latter 
contours were derived from only two-thirds of the 
original data. This indica t.es that any desired level 
of accuracy may be maintaillPd with fewer stations 
(and less expense) by the use of No. 

T ABLE 2.--Deviations of estimated 8 -yl' means of N, (calculated 
from contour charts) from actual 8-yr means for 20 randomly 
distribu ted U. S . }Veather RW'eau stations 

'-r eSL sta Uon 

:Fe bruary 1400 

I [eight Actua l D eviation' 
8-yr 

m ea n 
value N. No 
of lV, map map 

August 0200 

Actual D eviation a. 
8-yr 

mean 
valu o N. l'{o 
oe N, map map 

------------ - - -------
.I [eteTs Nuniis Nnnils lVunits }..T units lVunit:s Nlwils 

Sacramcnto, CuIiL ___ 7 J 15.6 7.6 0.8 329.6 1. 0 - l. 8 
Por t land ,Oreg ______ 8 316.2 4.2 - . 5 337. 7 19.7 6.0 
San Diego, Ca liL ___ _ JI 314.2 -5.8 -2. '1 J48. 1 16. I 3.5 
Mobi le, Ala ______ _____ 66 J26. 6 6.6 4.8 376.0 n.o 0.6 
.Fresno, Cali!. ______ 86 310.6 9.6 3.'1 326.2 5.2 4.2 

Boston,1\'[as8 ____ . ______ 89 308.6 -6.4 -0.5 347.5 -7.5 -0.4 
Orane! Hap ids, l\ licIL __ 210 304.4 0.4 -5.9 340.5 - 1. 5 . 1 
Colum bia, Mo __ . ______ 239 300.8 -.2 2.4 348.7 -2.3 -2.5 
IVIinn eupoli8, :i\1inrL ___ 255 30 l. I .1 0.6 J38.5 -0.5 2. 7 
Cinci llnati , Ohio ___ _ ___ 271 302.5 -.5 .7 344.1 -2.9 -2.8 

Des l\'[ oi n e~, IOw3. ____ _ 294 300.9 3.9 2.3 343.1 - 1. 9 - 0. 1 
Pendleton , Oreg ___ ___ 455 295.9 l.9 O. 'I JOO.9 2.9 - 3. 1 
13i ll ings, MonL _______ 1,088 269.3 -2.3 . 1 285.6 5.6 1.2 
nllrn8, Oreg ____ _____ 1,262 268. J -23.9 -3.2 271. 3 - 15.7 -4.4 
Sal t L a ke Cily, UlaiL . 1,288 266.3 l.3 -0.8 279.5 8. 5 4.4 

Rcno, Ncv ___ ______ --- 1,340 259.6 -20. 4 -S.8 277. 6 -29. 4 1. 6 
Pocatello, Jda ho ____ -- J,355 264.7 -2.3 0.4 209.7 - 3.3 0.0 
Den\7cl', Colo __ __ J,625 244.9 -8. 1 .7 276.6 - 1.4 .3 
Colorado Springs, Colo_ 1.882 237. 1 - 15.9 -.6 272.4 - (j .6 1.1 
F lagslaJf, Ariz __ . ____ 2, IJ1 237.8 -26.2 2.3 26 1. 4 -J6.G -2.2 
Root m ean sq uare dc-

v iaLion ___ _____ --- -------- --- -- - 10.7 2.7 ----- - 13.0 2.7 

!l. Deviation cquals the actuallong--Lrrm mcan min us the value obtained from 
map contours. 

3. Worldwide Values of No 

Mean values of No were calculated at each of t he 
306 selected stations and charts were prepared for 
each month of the year. The charts for F ebruary 
and August are given on figlll'es 8 and 9. It is seen 
tha t the values of No for sea-level stations vary from 
390 in the maritime tropical areas to 290 in th e deserts 
and high plateaus. The interior of continents and 
mountain chains in middle latitudes are reflected by 
low values as compared to those of coastal areas. 
Further , such pronounced climatic details as the 
Indian monsoon and the effects of coastal mountain 
ranges blocking prevailing winds and producing rain 
shadows are indicated by these No contours. 

The annual variation of N s is indicated on figure 
10 by contolll'S of the difference between the maxi
mum and minimum monthly means observed 
throughout the year. It is quite remarkable how 
clearly climatic differences are evidenced by the 
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Ns AUG.' 0200 

FIGURE 6. Test chart of mean N , August 0200 local time. 

No AUG. 0200 

FIGURE 7. Test chaTt of mean No August 0200 local time. 
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FWU RE 10. Annual range of monthly mean N •. 

yearly range of N s . The prevailing transport of 
moist maritime air inland over the "lest coasts of 
:\f orth America and Europe is indicated by relatively 
small annual ranges (20 to 30 N units), while, for 
example, the east coast of the United States with a 
range of 40 to 50 N units or more reflects the invasion 
of that area from time to time by such diverse air
masses as arctic continental and tropical maritime. 
The largest annual ranges of N s (90 N units) are 
observed in the Sudan of Africa and in connection 
with the Indian monsoon. 

An additional No map (fig . 11 ) was prepared from 
the minimum monthly mean value of N s observed 
throughout the year to supplement the range map 
in order that an estimation might be mach- of both 
the minimum and maximum monthly mean N s 
expected during the year. 

A measure of the variability of th o February and 
August mean values of N , is given by monthly range 
maps (fig. 12 and 13) determined from monthly 
averages from 5 y r of data. R anges are given by 
the maAimum difference of the five individual 
monthly mean values. In contouring the two vari
ability maps only those terrestrial regions having 
reasonable data coverage are included. Dashed 
contours are shown for areas of sparse or unreliable 
data. The general picture of the worldwide distri
bution of N s variability is that of a number of con
tinentally located cells of moderate range accompanied 

by somewhat random small-scale variations over 
ocean areas. Regions of large range, from 40 to as 
much as 70 N units, are present, however, in Australia 
and on islands of the adjoining oceans, on the African 
equatorial plateau near the Cameroons and in the 
Great Basin of the southwestern United States. 
Common to all these areas of large year-to-year 
variability, at least during the summer season, are 
high mean temperatures ranging from about 25° to 
30° C, the variability being due to relatively small 
variations of humidity. It is felt that when a more 
dense network of stations is available for a longer 
period of record, say 10 yr, areas of high monthly 
variability are likely to be more extensive in tropical 
and desert areas than indicated on our present maps. 

4 . Climatic Classification by Ns 

The annual cycle of N s at each station was exam
ined for the purpose of deriving similarities of cli
matic pattern. As one form of climatic classification, 
the annual mean value of N s at each station was 
plotted versus the annual range at the station. 
When this was done, several distinct groupings of 
data seemed evident. These groupings, described in 
table 3, are intended to give a general idea of tho 
geographic and climatic character of the majority 
of the stations found within given values of r ange 
and yearly mean of N s• 
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TABLE 3. Characteristics of climatic types 

N 

80 
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Location Annual Annual Oharacteristics 
mean N. range of J..V. 

Nunits N"nils 
I Midlati tude-coastaL ___ ____ _ 1\ ear the sea or in lowlands on lakes and rivers, in latitude 300 to 350 30 to 60 Generally subtropical with marine or 

belts between 20° and 50°. modified marine cl im ate. 
II Su btropical-Savanna ____ __ __ Lowland stations betw een 30° K and 25° S lat., rarely far 350 to 400 30 to 60 Defini te rainy and dry seasons, typical 

from the ocean. of Savanna climate. 
III Monsoon-Sudan ___ ___ _____ __ Monsoon- generally between 20° and 40° ::\ lat., Sudan- 280 to 400 60 to 100 Seasonal extremes of rainfall and temper· 

across ccntral Africa from 10° to 20° ::\ lat. ature. 
IV Semiarid·mountain .. . ___ _ . .. In desert and b igh steppe regions as well as moun tainous 240 to 300 o to 60 Year·round dry climate. 

regions above 3,000 ft . 
V Oontinental·Polar •.. _. _ ..... In middle latitudes and polar regions. (Mediterranean 300 to 340 o to 30 Moderate or low annual mean temper· 

climates are included hecause of the low ran ge resulting atures. 
from characterist ic dry summ ers.) 

VI Isothermal·equatoriaL ... __ __ Tropical stations at low elevations between 20° :::-J' and 20° S 340 to 400 o to 30 Monotonous rainy climates. 
lat., almost exclusivcly along seacoasts or on islands. 

For a given classification of refractive-index 
climate, diverse meteorological climates and geo
gTaphical regions may be represented. Note, for 
example, that type V of table 3 includes stations 
from :Mediterranean and marine as well as polar 
climates. Mediterranean stations in this category 
fail to attain a high range because of the character
istic dryness of the subtropical high-pressure pattern 
that is generally found in this area during the sum
mer months. Polar and marine climates in this 
group maintain a low range due to suppressed 
humidity effects as a r esult of low to moderate year
around average temperatures. 

Annual trends of N s for stations typical of each 
climatic division are shown by figure 14. 

Yet another facet of the climate is the year-to-year 
variation of the monthly m ean value of N s • Five 
consecutive years of monthly means were prepared. 
for each of the six typical stations whose annual 
cycles are shown in figure 14. Then, for each month, 
the absolute value of the difference between consecu
tive years was obtained. These values were then 
averaged for all months and are listed in the 
second column of table 4. 

Another measure of the vaI'iation of monthly mean 
values of Ns is obtained by differencing the maximum 
and minimum values occurring for a given month 
during the 5-yl' period. These differences are also 
given in table 4 for the months of February, May, 
August, and N ovember . 
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TYPE I 
MID-LATITUDE COASTAL 

400 WASHINGTON, D.C. 

J80 
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280 

260 
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TYPE Jl[ 

TYPE Il 
SUBTROPICAL - SAVANNA 

MIAM I, FLORIDA 

TYPE ill 
MONSOON - SUDAN 
JOO PHUR, INDIA 

TYPE II. TYPE III 

SE MI- ARID MOUNTAIN 
400 DENVER, COLORADO 

CONTIN ENTA L - POLAR ISOTHERMAL EQUATORIA L 
OSLO, NORWAY CANTON ISL., S PACIFIC O. 
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F IGU RE 14. Represenla tive anmtal cycles oj N. fo ?' lhe major 
climalic lypes . 

T A B LE 4. Year-lo-yea?' diffel'ences oj monlhly mean N , 

Cilmatic type 

Di fference between Maximu lll di fferences between monthl y 
rnontbly means ill means over a 5-yr period 
successi ve years for 1 _ _ _ -;-__ ,---__ -.-__ 
t ho same month , 
averaged for all 

season s over a 5-yr 
period 

Feb. May Aug. Nov. 

- - ----1------1--- - -------
L _______________ 5. 7 6.0 16.5 17.0 7.0 
II _____ __________ 5. 4 8.5 6.5 8.0 11. 0 IIL ____________ _ 8.9 16.5 14. 5 20.0 6.5 
1V ___ __ ____ ____ _ 5.4 10.5 11. 5 13.5 6.5 V ___ _____ _______ 4.7 5. 5 11. 5 10. 0 5.0 
VL __ __________ _ 7. 1 9.5 25.5 8.5 8.5 

5 . Applications 

The communications enginecr usually has available 
a small amoun t of measured field strength data from 
limited t ests of a particular syst em . H e must then 
es timate the eY-.1lec ted signal level or practical range 
of t hat system, or other systems, for other times of 
the year, other years and in other areas. The varia
tion of signal level from month to month and climate 
to climate can bo explained , in part, by its observed 
correlation with N •. 

Pickard and SteLson [8, 9] were among the fU'st to 
~ note the correlation of N s and received field strengths. 

The correlation of N . and field s trength over a 
par ticular path has been studied quantitativ ely [10 , 
11] and found to be highes t (correlation coofll cienLs 
of 0.8 to 0.95) when the variables are averaged over 
periods of a week: to a month. This latLer stud y has 
shown tha t the r egression coefficient (decibel change 
in field s trength per unit change in N s ) varies diur
nally from 0.14 db in the afternoon hours to 0.24 db 
pel' unit change of N . in the early morning bours. 

Thi correlation is so sufficiently consis tent that 
Gray [12] a,nd Norton [1 3] have utilized it in th eir 
recent prediction methods of transmission loss in. a 
ban~ from 100 to 50,000 M c. In addition, th e co
efficJCn t 0.2 db pcr unit change in N s has been tenta
tively adopLed by CCIR SLudy Group V in their 
I'E' vi sion .of the 30- Lo 300-Mc tropospheric-wave 
propagatIOn cunes Lo account for th e geographi c 
and seasonal variations of field strengths. The e ti
mates of fi.eld s trength variations attribuLed to N 
given below are based upon the CCIR coefficient. s 

If one assumes, for comparison only, t hat the 
worldWIde average value of N s is 330 fl.nd th a t one 
is able to es timate the field strength level of a partic
ular communications system at a given distance and 
for N .= 330, tllCn th e above correla tions would in
dicate that tb e climatic variations of fields given in 
table 5 might be expected. 

T ABLE 5.- Climalic vGTialion oj hypolhetical coml1mnicalions 
syslem Telalive lo predicled value for N ,= 330, asswning a 
0.2-db variation per unil change in N , 

Cli matic type ' 

I _______________________________________ _ 
1L _____________ ________________________ _ 
IlL ____ ________________________________ _ 
I V ___ __________________________________ _ 
V ______ ____ ____ __________ ______________ _ 
VL ___ _________ ____ ____ ____ ____________ _ 

Expected yearly Expected annual 
mean fi eld st rength range on tbe 

level relative to above 
N .=330 assumption 

db 
-6 to +4 

+ 4 to +14 
- ]0 to + 14 
- 18 to -6 
-6 to +2 

+2 to + 14 

db 
6 to 12 
6 to 12 

12 to 20 
o to 12 
o t06 
o to 6 

• Cli matic types are the same as those in table 3. 

. Th~ data of . table 5 indicate, for example, tha t 
IdentIcally eqUIpped tropospheric communications 
systems could display as much as a 32-db difl'erence 
in mean signal-strength lovel due to th e clima tic 
difference of sa:}', D enver , Colorado and t he tropics. 
Further one mIght oxpect the monLhly mean field 
s trength of lhis hypo t lI eLical sys tEm to vary t hrough
ou t t he year from les t han 12 db in t he high plains 
near D enver to as much as 20 db in the African Sudan . 

Under this same assumption, figures 10 and 11 
allow the communication s engineer to c Limate the 
cAl)ected maximum and minimum monthly mean 
field strength eA1lected throughout the year . 

The year-to-year variations of the monthly mean 
N s lis ted in table 4 indica te that the monthly mean 
?f field s t.rength for a particular month may difl.'er 
III succeSSIVe years by as lit tle as 1.0 db for climatic 
ca tegory V in N ovember or as much as 5.1 db for 
category VI in May. 

Another application of these worldwide charts is 
to aid in estimating the refraction of radi o waves. 
The most convenient method of fl.ccounting for the 
effec ts of atmospheric refraction is by means of the 
effective-earth 's-raclius concep t of Schelling, Burrows, 
and F e:rrel [14] . 'rh e effec tive earLh's radius, a" is 
de term med from 

(6) ae=(l +~ ~)a, 
n dh 
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where a is the true radius of the earth, n is the 
refractive index, and dn/dh is the initial n gradient 
with respect to height. A great simplification of 
propagation calculations is accomplished by assuming 
that dn/dh is a constant, thus allowing radio rays 
to be drawn as straight rays over a fictitious earth 
of radius ae rather than curved rays over the tru e 
earth of radius a. This simplification allows, for 
example, the distance to the radio horizon, d, of a 
radio ray leaving an antenna of height, h, to be 
calculated from 

(7) 

One notes, however, that the determination of ae 

involves dn/dh as well as n and that our No charts 
allow only an estimation of n . This disparity may 
be resolved by utilizing the observation that N. is 
highly correlated with the value of Nat 1 lUll above 
the surface. The difference between N . and N at 
1 lUll is denoted 11N. It has been noted [151 that 
the correlation coefficient between In II1NI and N . 
is 0.926 for 888 sets of data from 45 U.S. weather 
stations representing many diverse climates . The 
regression equation 

- I1N 7.32 exp {0.005577 N s} (8) 

results when both variables are averaged over 6 to 8 
yr of record. Approximating dn/dh in (6) by I1N 
we may determine that the radio horizon distance of 
an antenna located 150 m above the earth would 
vary from 48 km when N s= 200 to 59 lUll when 
N.= 400. Yet another application of the N s charts 
is to the exponential models of the decrease of 
refractive index with height which have been recently 
proposed [15, 161. These models are completely 
specified by N . and may be used to account for 
seasonal and geographic variations of such refraction 
effects as radar range and elevation angle errors. 

6. Critical Appraisal of Results 

The world maps presented above were based upon 
data from 306 weather stations. This number of 
stations appears to be consistent with the scale of 
map used. The map scale is so small, however, that 
only large climatic differences can be eA-pected to be 
discerned. For the climate of any given area one 
should refer to detailed studies of N such as those 
currently in preparation for t he United States at the 
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory. 

The accuracy of the present charts may be assessed 
from the charts of maximum range, R, of monthly 
means as given by figures 12 and 13 . The standard 
deviation of the individual monthly means may be 
estimated from [17] , 0.43 R, where the coefficient 
0.43 is appropriate for five individual observations. 
Since, in general, R~20 N units, then 0.43 R~9N 
units, although this standard doviation may be as 
large as 26 N units for t he month of February in 
Australia and 17 N units in the southwest of the United 

-- --~-l 

States during August, or in the African Sudan during 
February. 

Further, the standard error of estimating a five 
year mean from five individual monthly values is 
determined from 

0.43 R ----, 
,In 

where n for our case is 5 and thus the error of the I 

5 yr mean would be 0.192 R. Remembering that 
R ~ 20 N units and assuming perfect skill in drawing 
the contours, one would expect the standard error I 

of estimate to be less than 4 N units. This standard 
error can be as large as 12 N units in Australia where 
R = 60 N units . 

The value of N" at each of the 20 test stations of 
section 2 was estimated from the No contours with ; 
an rms error of 5 N units which is consistent with the 
standard error of estimate obtained from the range 
charts . In the large areas of sparse data, such as I 

the oceans and Russia , this ullcer tainty rises to about 
10 N units and thus the contours in these regions are 
dashed. 

At the time the present study was initiated it was 
felt that Ns should be redu c<:'d to sea level by at least 
the dry term correction factor as in eq (5) . The 
absence of published work on models of N structme 
in the free atmosphere encouraged the decision to 
rest on prudence and adopt this dry term conection 
factor. Since that. time several effective eA-ponential 
models of the free. atmosphere have been demon
strated [15, 16] and i t now appears that it might be 
better in future work to us<:' the slightly larger 
eA1)Onential coefficient which corresponds to t he 
decay of N in the free atmosphere. If the free I 

atmosphere decay were adopted, then the range of 
No values on the world maps would be reduced from 
115 to 110 N units, i.e., less t han 5 percent. Since I 

this reduction in range is an order of magnitude less 
than the original reduction accomplished by the use 
of No, it appears that the basic advantage of the 
adoption of the concept of a reduced value has been 
realized with the initial correction. To produce a 
significantly large reduction in the range of the 
present map contoUls it would appear that the 
seasonal and diurnal variation of the exponential 
coefficient would have to be considered; a process .J 

which appears at present to be unduly complex. 

7. Conclusions 
With the above critical appraisal in mind, the 

salient conclusions of the present study are: 
(a) The radio refractive index varies in a syste

matic fashion with climate, and different climates "1 
may be indentified by the range and mean values I 
of the refractive index. 

(b) It is 4 or 5 t imes more accurate to estimate 
the station value of the index from charts of the 
reduced-to-sea-level index than from charts of the 
station value. This improved accuracy results from 
using a method that allows height dependence to be 
accurately taken into account. 
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(c) I dentically equipped tropospheric communica
t ions migh t be expected to vary as much as 30 db 
in mon tbly mean ignal level in differen t climatic 
reg ions, and the annual range of monthly mean field 
Lrength could be as high as 20 db in the Sudan of 

Africa and as low as 0 to 6 db in the high plains of 
t he wes Lern United Sta tes. 

The authors express th eir appreciation to :Mrs . 
G. E . Richmond, :Mrs. P. C . Whittaker , and Mrs. 
:VI. F. Fischer for th eir aid in th e preparation of tlle 
basic data, to A. M. Ozanich for cartographic as
sistance, and to Miss G. Hoffmire for preparation 
of the manuscrip t. 
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